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The following highlights of my flight with Pete on Tuesday morning Nov. 6 2018:

Weather CAVU surface OAT @ YYF airport alt. 1,130', +8* - +10* C , wind 5 - 10 kts

Aircraft Bell 505 Jet Ranger X, N505CQ full fuel, (2) Pilots &amp; (2) rear seat passengers +

100 lbs operational gear near all up gross weight at T/O.

We lifted off at roughly 70% Tor. and transitioned into forward flight with under 75% Tor. The

aircraft was very comfortable to hover; very smooth with very little, if any, vibration. It felt like I

was in a baby 206 L-4 however very nice cabin visibility and instrumentation layout a dream as

well as the start and run up with the dual Chanel FADEC system. Although I am not a younger

generation pilot I found adapting to the Garmin panel display was not a serious issue it took a

little bit of work to orient myself with the display however I was feeling much more

comfortable towards the end of the flight.
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http://bellflight.com/commercial/bell-505


Hover performance + landing and T/O to and from the hover felt very similar to the L-4 type

however adjusting to the skid position may be an issue with some. A rule of thumb that I

personally use is to note prior to run up and T/O where the front tip of the skids are in relation

to my body position sitting in the pilot’s seat i.e. for the 505 the front tip of the skids are even

with my left and right shoulders. In other words, if you drew a straight line through the cabin

from one skid tip to the other it would roughly intersect the front of each shoulder. With that in

mind when planning a landing in the field a mental picture of the skid position as just described

requires the aircraft to be placed well forward of the LZ i.e. your feet and body sitting in the

aircraft at a position forward of the front edge of the pad or LZ chosen for best results and to

avoid an undesirable tippy back landing.

The transition into forward flight and climb out was a pleasure the aircraft does
not struggle and translates smoothly and it quickly wants to fly and climbs out
like a homesick angel.



Cruise climb to our first operational LZ a small shoulder at 3,600 on the East side of Mt. Parker

just west of Saint Andrews by the lake southwest of Penticton was effortless. We idled up there

as smooth as glass. I applied the basic mountain recce procedure and had to work at keeping the

aircraft in the slower speed ranges as this aircraft is designed to get up and go and not idle

around. After a couple of eye level recce passes the aircraft was happiest with an approach along

the up flowing face from the South and we comfortably arrived with a brief hover and touch

down with the skids placed well forward on the LZ landing at under 40% Tor. Lift off and

departure was smooth and effortless using under 45% Tor.

We continued southwest bound climbing gradually from our last LZ at Mt. Parker southwest

towards Anvil Mt. due south of the town of Keromeos (30) miles Southwest of Penticton. Again,

the climb out and was smooth and effortless with a cruise climb in the 100 KT range...

By this time I have truly died and gone to helicopter heaven loving the aircraft
more and more.



As we transitioned higher our OAT was getting into the (- 8) - (-10) deg. range and we put cabin

heat on however there was little if any noticeable rise in T4 and cabin comfort was nice and

toasty. We picked up the ridgeline to the north of Anvil Mtn. at just around 7,800' the aircraft

crabbed into our upper wind tracking inbound also confirmed by our Garmin that has a wind

vector indicator and G/S display that confirmed what the aircraft was saying our wind was out

of the West at 22 kts. I worked the up-flow side of the ridge leading into the high point at Anvil a

smooth well weathered high-altitude ridge with some scattered broken rock. Our first eye level

pass confirmed the LZ and its elevation and the wind direction through A/C crab angle, torque

readings were very low in the 30 - 40 % range however ground speed passing from the north to

the south was much quicker than the 40 Kts. indicated airspeed on the panel.

The next pass parallel to the first and from the south to the north also at 40 Kts. and eye level

confirmed a much slower ground speed and reconfirmed the exact LZ location with a mental

picture taken of how the skids would sit at the landing moment. Still remaining along the up

flowing face of the ridge I reversed track and positioned the aircraft to crab with the wind to the

left front side cx cabin to the LZ keeping the approach shallow right to the landing moment well

forward for skid placement and a gentle nose down landing using not more than 40% Tor. - not

bad considering we are now at 8,200' ASL and it took 70% to hover at the airport. We could

have departed from the LZ using less than 45% Tor, however Pete wanted me to depart using

max torque with the heater turned on full so I did a towering take-off using torque limit we were

able to get 99% Torque with the aircraft climbing straight up like a skyrocket, wow!

No problem lots of power even with the heater on full, very nice to see.



Our trip back to Penticton from the high country was quick and smooth we flew at between 100

- 125 Knots. it’s hard to keep this aircraft slowed down and it is smooth as glass in all speed

ranges. By this time, I am totally in love and never want to get out of the aircraft. I

have definitely died and gone to 505 JRX heaven. On approach to the field we entered

autorotation the aircraft floated down and we recovered at a safe altitude and with a tear in my

eye returned to the pad. Shut down was quick and easy and shut down dwell short 30 seconds.

It’s hard to keep this aircraft slowed down and it is smooth as glass in all speed
ranges.

FINAL REVIEW



ABOUT BELL

Thinking above and beyond is what we do. For more than 80 years, we’ve been reimagining the experience of
flight – and where it can take us.

We are pioneers. We were the first to break the sound barrier and to certify a commercial helicopter. We were
aboard NASA’s first lunar mission and brought advanced tiltrotor systems to market. Today, we’re defining the
future of on-demand mobility.

Headquartered in Fort Worth, Texas – as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Textron Inc., – we have strategic locations
around the globe. And with nearly one quarter of our workforce having served, helping our military achieve their
missions is a passion of ours.

Above all, our breakthrough innovations deliver exceptional experiences to our customers. Efficiently. Reliably.
And always, with safety at the forefront.

About Textron Inc.

Textron Inc. is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, defense, industrial and
finance businesses to provide customers with innovative solutions and services. Textron is known around the
world for its powerful brands such as Bell Helicopter, Cessna, Beechcraft, Hawker, Jacobsen, Kautex, Lycoming,
E-Z-GO, Greenlee, Textron Off Road, Arctic Cat, Textron Systems, and TRU Simulation + Training. For more
information, visit: www.textron.com.

Certain statements in this press release are forward-looking statements which may project revenues or describe
strategies, goals, outlook or other non-historical matters; these statements speak only as of the date on which
they are made, and we undertake no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements. These
statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause our actual

Further to the amazing inflight qualities the Bell team has listened very well to input from

industry in the design and development of this aircraft the airframe is very solid with a tubular

alloy frame underneath the skin for additional strength. Access to inspection ports and

components is excellent. The baggage compartment is the full width of the airframe with great

access and the cabin has a flat modular floor that is easily repaired if damaged. The cabin has

lots of head space for taller types and good shoulder space the rear seats fold away nicely and

there is great visibility for the pilot and front and rear seat passengers all looking forward and

able to see the same thing's clearly. The pilot seats are very comfortable and easy to adjust also

noted that the rear seating is very comfortable. Well done Bell team keep up the great

work you have a winner!

http://www.textron.com/


results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements, including, but not
limited to, changes in aircraft delivery schedules or cancellations or deferrals of orders; our ability to keep pace
with our competitors in the introduction of new products and upgrades with features and technologies desired by
our customers; changes in government regulations or policies on the export and import of our products; volatility
in the global economy or changes in worldwide political conditions that adversely impact demand for our
products; volatility in interest rates or foreign exchange rates; and risks related to our international business,
including establishing and maintaining facilities in locations around the world and relying on joint venture partners,
subcontractors, suppliers, representatives, consultants and other business partners in connection with
international business, including in emerging market countries.
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